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introduction

Abbe Corrugated is a Family Company with a Passion for Excellence.
We are an independent Australian manufacturer and converter of corrugated cardboard, cardboard
boxes and other associated packaging products.

Abbe Corrugated offers quality finished
cardboard and corrugated packaging products
to a diverse range of customers in a diverse
range of markets.
These markets include: Fresh Fruit & Produce;
Meat, Poultry & Seafood; Dairy; Confectionary;

Our commitments to you are:

Printers; Processed Food; Wine & Beverage;
Clothing & Textile; Electronics; and any Other

•

Responsiveness and fast turnaround of your order

market you might imagine.

•

Reliable on-time supply

Our extensive range includes Printed or Plain,

•

Superior, consistent quality and customer service

one or two piece trays and boxes as well as

•

Our best possible price

some products that are custom designed to

You now have a genuine alternative for the supply of all
of your corrugated packaging needs.

meet the specific needs of the product or
process. This may include particular coatings,
waxing, hand holes/vent holes and inserts to
name a few.

Plain Brown Shipper

Flexo Printed Display

We make all our own board and have the ability to
supply both high and low volume users.
We are experienced in supplying to a range of
different customers with both individual and or
special requirements.
We can also custom design and make corrugated
packaging to your particular specifications.
Shelf Ready Cartons

Litho-laminated Wine Carton

3 Colour Flexographic Regular
Slotted Carton

Hand Erected Printed Flexographic
Shelf Ready Trays

quality & flexibility

meet the family

We have been operating as
Abbe since 1988.

This includes our ‘state-of-the-art’ corrugator

The company is a wholly owned private

“We believe that our commitment to our people

Our staff now number in excess
of 250 people, across three
manufacturing facilities.

company and is operated and managed by the

is critical to success. For this reason, we

“As a proudly independent packaging

O’Sullivan Family.

continue to review our needs to ensure that we

supplier, we are extremely efficient and highly

attract the best people into our business.”

competitive in the market place.

We always try to surpass our
customers expectations.

We provide a streamlined service underpinned

The O’Sullivan family’s passion for excellence
is backed by innovation and over 55 years of
manufacturing experience.
“We are committed to an ongoing investment
program which will ensure that we are well

and printing and converting capabilities”

“Abbe’s commitment to Quality is further
enhanced by our accreditation to ISO 9001:2008.
This covers the design, Manufacture, sale and
distribution of corrugated cardboard packaging
and components and ensures that we comply
with the requirements of this global system.”

by a range of customised systems, which allows
us to produce quality products with minimum
lead-times and full production visibility.”

positioned to meet the needs of the market well
into the future.

“We are the most
responsive in our industry.
Service, service, service is
our philosophy.”

“Our vision is to continue our
focus on customer service,
consistent quality and an
ongoing commitment to
continuous improvement”

our processes

We utilise highly efficient and
modern converting machinery
incorporating the latest FlexoFolder gluers, as well as rotary
and flatbed die-cutters.

Corrugated Sheet is manufactured to order in

We also offer an extensive and diverse range

Our in-house design and manufacturing

‘B’, ‘C’, ‘E’, ‘B/E’ & ‘B/C’ flutes. It can be made

of print options. Apart from our in-house

capabilities allow us to create a variety of

to various paper grade combinations specific to

design and production capabilities, we are

products, suitable for a wide range of

end-user specifications. Sheets are available in

also able to provide the simplest one colour

end-use markets.

white or natural brown.

design through to the most complex of

Having an ultra-modern corrugator is

Die cut

Abbe’s competitive advantage. It allows us

manufactured with special features, such as

to produce our own corrugated cardboard,

shelf ready perforations for easy opening, self

thus guaranteeing control over the entire

locking and crashlock bottoms or the inclusion

manufacturing process and ensuring both

of internal fittings to separate products for

reliability and consistency of finished product.

transit protection.

Litho print.

Flexographic printing ranges from
a one colour “this way up” print,
to full colour graphic displays.
High quality Flexo Printing, (up to five colours),
is now filling a void between standard Flexo
and an area once dominated by Litho
printed cartons.

Various Flexographic Grape Lids

When specific products require a high level
of print reproduction, we are able to provide
Litho-Laminated cartons.

Paper Reels

Corrugator

Transport

Finished Product

We look forward to discussing your requirements and show you how Abbe
can tailor a solution to meet your Corrugated Packaging needs.
Board Store

Flexo Folder Gluer

ABBE CORRUGATED PTY LTD
P.O BOX 255
DALLAS, VIC 3047
Phone: 03 9301 8888
Fax: 03 9301 8899
Email: sales@abbe.com.au

www.abbe.com.au

